Combination with an external logo and the SPHN Logo – Vertical

The Logos are the same height including the Safety Zone (x).

Safety Zone between Logos
The Safety Zone between both logos is double the width of the Safety Zone of one logo.

Typography
The Typography is 300% larger than the typography of the SPHN logo. This assures the readability. The Typography is aligned on top.

Safety Zone between SPHN Logo and Typography
The Safety Zone must be obtained.
Combination with an external logo and the SPHN Logo – Horizontal

The Logos are the same height including the Safety Zone \((x)\). The external logo is always placed first.

Safety Zone between Logos
The Safety Zone between both logos is double the width of the Safety Zone of one logo.

Safety Zone between SPHN Logo and Typography
The Safety Zone must be obtained.

SPHN Logo and external logo – Ratio

The SPHN Logo is adapted to fit small media. The Typography must not be smaller than 8 pt.